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When the opportunity presented itself, I

decided to go for it. To become the president

of QPAT was something I had thought about,

maybe down the road, once I got some years

under my belt as PTU President. But when

Sébastien Joly, former QPAT President,

accepted the Director General position, I

realized that I had to make a choice. 

 

The decision-making process felt similar to

when I decided to run for president of PTU in

2016. It was not an easy decision. I sat down

and made a list of the pros and cons. I needed

to consider my family, the travelling involved,

the job I was leaving, the people I work with,

the level of responsibility and visibility I would

be taking on, etc. But more importantly, I

thought about the teaching profession. The

profession I had somehow stumbled into and

love. I wanted to make sure that teachers have

someone on whom they could count,

someone who would listen to them, someone

who would fight for them: I want to make sure

that the voices of the English school system 

teachers in Quebec are heard. A lot of things

need to be fixed.

 

When visiting schools and speaking with

teachers, I realize that the issues are the same:

the regular class is no longer “regular”, the

needs of the students have increased and are

not being met, an already demanding

workload has become even more challenging,

the profession is not valued as it should, and

teachers are feeling overwhelmed and worn-

out. These concerns are draining the energy

out of the teachers. Some teachers no longer

feel that they are actually teaching anymore.

Stamina and survival have become the name

of the game. When I speak to union leaders

across Canada, the narratives are similar.  

 

The CAQ government has stated that it is

putting education first - making it a top

priority. I will believe it when I see it! 

Above

QPAT President Heidi Yetman.

 

 QPAT’s President - By Heidi Yetman

Click here to read the full
message from the President 

Becoming
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G E T

C O N N E C T E D

QPAT

Teachers make a difference 

and are of great inspiration to

others. 

 

What strengths can they share?

How can they continue to grow

in their profession and make a

difference? How can they

inspire their students? How can

they stay motivated? What are

they doing in their classrooms?

 

Connect  

Inspire Others

Celebrate a Colleague 

Plant a Seed

Create  

Share  

Mentor

 

IDEAS, BIG OR SMALL, 

WERE DESIGNED TO BE

SHARED

Click here for more information
on QPAT's GET CONNECTED
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PARENTAL
RIGHTS:

PTU 's Charlotte Flood shares her amazing story involving a

preventative leave that took over a year to be accepted ,

clerical and administrative errors outside of her control , a

trip to the United States , and a premature baby . . . 

 

The good news : this story has a very happy ending .  

Click here to read full interview
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Interview with

Charlotte Flood (PTU)

https://qpat-apeq.qc.ca/interview-with-charlotte-flood/


SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE 
QPAT MEMBER SURVEY ON 
VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS

V IOLENCE   I S  TR IV IAL IZED   IN  THE  EDUCAT ION  COMMUNITY

Click here to read full article
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Violence is trivialized in the education

community. It is not unusual to hear

people say that violence in schools is an

inherent aspect of the teaching

profession, or that teachers are trained to

deal with different types of students, or

that violence is a result of lack of

experience or poor classroom

management. Violence is trivialized

within the teaching profession!

And yet, physical and psychological

violence or cyber-bullying by students,

parents, co-workers and administrators is

far from being normal. It has some major

impacts, not only on the education

system in general, but also on the

physical and psychological health of

teachers and their everyday quality of life

at work.

 

 

 

 

To understand the problem of violence,

QPAT carried out a survey of randomly-

chosen members in the spring of 2018.

More than 650 people out of a total

sample of 2,378 (27.46%) completed the

digital questionnaire (Sample Survey). 

Two meetings were also held with twelve

teachers from different levels of teaching

to obtain additional qualitative

information.

 

 

 

 

56% of respondents said they had been

victims of at least one violent incident at

work, and more than 50% expressed

the perception that the number of violent

incidents had increased. Lastly, 84% said

that violence against teachers was

worrying.

 

 

 

The number of students with special

needs in regular classes, the lack of

services and the low value attached to

the teaching profession were the main

organizational and social factors thought

to contribute to the phenomenon of

violence.

A questionnaire for QPAT members to

produce a profile of the situation

Violent situations in the last two years of

concern

Organizational and social factors

https://qpat-apeq.qc.ca/summary-of-results-of-the-spring-2018-qpat-member-survey-on-violence-in-schools/


F O C U S  G R O U P S :  

A  W A Y  T O  S T A Y  C O N N E C T E D ,  

L I S T E N  T O  T H O S E  O N  T H E  F R O N T  L I N E ,  

A N D  P U S H  F O R  C H A N G E

The 2018-2019 school year marks my

first year working at QPAT and it is a

year that has proven the importance

and benefit of teacher focus groups .

The struggle teachers are living in

trying to deliver equitable , quality

public education in Quebec ’s English

sector is constant , and participating

in focus groups allows teachers to

voice this . At QPAT , I ’ve had the

privilege of working with several

teacher Focus Groups this year . 

 

Through their participation and

testimonies , I was able to capture a

global portrait of various issues

teachers are experiencing and to

establish a solid foundation on which

to build much of my work at QPAT

this year .

 

One such group , a QPAT Preschool

Focus Group , permitted me to

periodically meet and consult with

full-time 4 year-old and 5 year-old

Kindergarten teachers to obtain their

feedback on the new MEES Preschool

Cycle Program . This Focus Group also

provided input on the updating of

the Professional Competencies .

By consulting this group through

face-to-face meetings , an online

questionnaire and a survey , I was able

to bring their recommendations ,

suggestions and concerns to various

provincial tables at the Ministry of

Education throughout the 2018-2019

school year .

 

Another focus group , which provided

in-depth information on issues

regarding special needs in our

schools , was the QPAT Special Needs

Focus Group . This group consisted of

three sub-groups ; Elementary

teachers , High School teachers , and

Special Education teachers . Several

teachers from various school boards

participated in each of the sub-group

meetings . 

 

The sub-group meetings consisted of

separate round table discussions

aimed at pinpointing common issues

occurring in English school boards in

Québec .

Written by Anne-Marie Rheubottom  |  QPAT Executive Assistant (Pedagogy)

Click here to read full article
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https://qpat-apeq.qc.ca/focus-groups-a-way-to-stay-connected-listen-to-those-on-the-front-line-and-push-for-change/


 

By Nancy Champagne | QPAT Executive Assistant

Proactive Collaboration

An Innovative Approach to Conflict

Resolution in the Workplace!
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Over the past few years, conflicts in schools and

psychological harassment complaints have been

increasingly brought to our attention. Any conflict

could have a serious impact on the work climate in a

school, as well as on the motivation and

commitment to work and, subsequently, on the

state of health of the teacher. 

 

From our experience, the legal process of dealing

with psychological harassment complaints is often

protracted, and takes its toll in many ways; it has not

achieved any clear or positive results for the people

involved or for the workplace in general. Employers

have obligations to their employees and the work

climate but the complexity of a conflict sometimes

makes it easier to deny its existence rather than to

deal with it. It is for this reason that QPAT has taken

the initiative to approach, collaborate, and work

jointly with representatives rom the nine English

school boards, as well as the Littoral School Board,

on alternative ways. 

 

A provincial committee on conflict resolution in the

workplace, composed of representatives from QPAT,

QESBA (DG’s and DHR’s) and AAESQ, has met four

times since last year to develop and work on actions

to be put in place so that all stakeholders are

sensitized to the importance of a healthy work

climate and to the risk factors, to learn practical tools

and ways to deal with conflict resolution.

Click here to read full article

https://qpat-apeq.qc.ca/proactive-collaboration-an-innovative-approach-to-conflict-resolution-in-the-workplace/


QPAT ANNUAL
CONVENTION

 
H I G H L I G H T S
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This school year, the following charitable organizations received a
financial contribution from the Quebec Provincial Association of

Teachers:
 

Provincial Donations:
La Fondation des Auberges du coeur   $500

Missing Children's Network (Quebec)   $1,500
 

International Donations:
Praxis Malawi   $1,000

OSU Children's Library Fund   $1,000
 

Emergency Fund Donation:
Red Cross (in response to the tornadoes affecting the 

Gatineau area in the fall of 2018)   $2,000
 

In addition to the financial contributions, a sock drive was organized 
and over 5,000 pairs of socks were collected and donated to local shelters. 

 
Additional collective fundraisers for schools/centres will be organized 

for the 2019-2020 school year.

2 0 1 8 - 2 0 1 9

QPAT DONATIONS

Click on the images below for more information about 
these charitable organizations
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https://www.missingchildrensnetwork.ngo/
https://www.redcross.ca/how-we-help/current-emergency-responses/ottawa-gatineau-tornado
http://www.aubergesducoeur.com/
http://www.transformativepraxis.com/
https://www.osuchildrenslibraryfund.ca/


Starling is an online mental health and wellness tool that helps you assess,

monitor and improve your mental wellbeing. It’s an interactive, online program

that teaches you about your mental functioning and gives you practical

techniques for building stress resilience and boosting mental fitness.

 

As a member of a QPAT affiliated union, it’s available for you to use anywhere

and anytime you want, for free. And it is and will always be 100% confidential!

 

 

 

Mental health issues affect one in five Canadians at some point in their lives! 

 

 

 

All active and retired teachers in the QPAT community and their families are

eligible to use this resource.

You need your Industrial Alliance certificate number to sign up for

the Starling Minds program. You can find the certificate number on

the front side of your Industrial Alliance card. If you have lost your

insurance card, please contact your school board to get a new one.

 

Go to starlingminds.com and click SIGN UP.

S t a r l i n g M i n d s . c o m
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Why is it being offered?

How to Sign up

To whom is it being offered?

What is Starling Minds?

https://www.redcross.ca/how-we-help/current-emergency-responses/ottawa-gatineau-tornado
https://www.starlingminds.com/


"I was giving away up my summer of
resting, relaxing, recharging for the

next year… but I was not giving
away anything, I was being granted
the opportunity to share, to learn, to

collaborate, in an extraordinary
setting: another continent!"

PROJECT OVERSEAS
 

BY MARIE-CHRISTINE PLOURDE

Click here to read full article
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"They experience resilience,
courage, generosity, solution

seeking and richness of
heart in a completely

different way"

PROJECT OVERSEAS
 

BY SANDY PLAMONDON

Click here to read full article
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Alan Lombard, QPAT’s Executive

Director for more than 30 years, retired

last December after a long and fruitful

career in education and unionism.

Alan’s role was so central and defining

in the history of our association that it

is essential to highlight the major

steps of such a long career at the

service of teachers.

 

Starting his career as an ELA teacher in

1968, his involvement in union life

began very quickly as he became the

union representative. Founder of the

Gaspé Teachers’ Association, he was

elected as its Chief Negotiator shortly

thereafter. Following that, he

continued as an active union

representative on the executive team

of the Laurentian Teachers’ Union and

later, of the Lakeshore Teachers’

Association. 

 

Alan’s union activism took its next

major step when he became a teacher

representative on the negotiation

team of the Provincial Association of

Protestant Teachers (PAPT) for the

1976 round of provincial negotiations.  

Alan Lombard 

50 Years in

Education 

and Unionism

Alan Lombard

Former Executive Director of QPAT

During that time, he was named PAPT’s

Chief Negotiator, a post he then held for

more than a decade, and during which

time he negotiated four provincial

agreements on behalf of the association.  

 

These agreements form much of the basis

of the agreement that we have now and

included many significant improvements

to working conditions that are still

current.

Click here to read entire message
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The 2018-2019 school year was busy, full of

challenges and stimulating. As you know, I

started the school year as president,

representing the association alongside our

union colleagues and with other partners in

education. I was able to pursue, with the

members of the QPAT team and my

colleagues on the executive committee, the

objectives that we set ourselves as an

organization for the current school year. We

continued the work begun the previous year

on certain labour relations issues such as

violence in the workplace and conflict

resolution. The first part of the school year

involved working with our partners at the FSE

and the CSQ to prepare for the next round of

negotiations, which is just around the corner.

 

Following Alan Lombard’s retirement

announcement, I made the decision to apply

for the position of Executive Director of the

association. The Executive Committee and the

Board of Directors have honoured me by

appointing me Executive Director of QPAT as

of January. 

 

I carried out the functions of President and

Executive Director of the association until the

official appointment of our new president,

Heidi Yetman.

 

It was certainly a challenge to fill the position

held by Alan Lombard for more than 30

years, but it is with enthusiasm and

commitment that I started 2019 as Executive

Director of the association. In collaboration

with the QPAT and our new president, Heidi

Yetman, I continued the work started earlier

in the year with respect to labour relations,

political matters, as well as pedagogical files.

QPAT was and remains active in various

dossiers, namely the revamping of the

Referential of teachers’ professional

competencies, the question of fees charged

to parents and the access to free public

education, the 4-year-old kindergarten

program, Bill 21 (the law on laicity of the

state), as well as many other issues

concerning the teachers we represent.

 

 

 

 Executive Director -  Sébastien Joly

Closing Message

Click here to read entire message
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